Defence Base Induction

Privacy Notice

When completing your induction registration, Defence will collect the personal information you provide for the purpose of assessing your suitability to access a Base consistent with Defence’s obligations under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011. Your personal information may also be used for the purposes of safety record keeping and base visit statistics. If you do not provide your information then Defence is unable to facilitate your access to the base. It is unlikely that your personal information will be disclosed to others acting in their personal capacity or to a recipient overseas.

If you have any concerns about the handling of your personal information, you should contact base.induction@defence.gov.au in the first instance. Alternatively, you may raise your concerns with Defence Privacy defence.privacy@defence.gov.au.

The Defence Privacy Policy contains information about how you can request access to, or correction of, your personal information and describes how you may make a complaint if you believe Defence may have breached your privacy. A copy of the Defence Privacy Policy can be obtained at http://www.defence.gov.au/Privacy.asp.